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A MAGICAL PERFORMANCE?

there was a boost for small businesses
with the announcement that 450,000
small ﬁrms will no longer pay employers’
National Insurance bills. In addition, the
ﬁrst £2,000 is to be taken oﬀ all
employers' National Insurance bills and
Government procurement from small
businesses will increase ﬁve-fold.
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George Osborne did his best to oﬀer
some relief from the general doom and
gloom when announcing his Spring
Budget against a backdrop of a
downgraded economic growth forecast
of 0.6%, further spending cuts and rising
unemployment currently at 2.6 million.

The Chancellor also announced the
creation of an Aerospace Technology
Institute which will provide a total of £2.1
billion of research and development
support over seven years, with
Government and industry contributing
equal shares.

Some cheer was oﬀered to the middle
and low income earners as September’s
planned 3% rise in Fuel Duty was
scrapped and a 1p reduction in duty on
beer was announced.

The Government will introduce a new
shale gas ﬁeld allowance and extend the
ring-fence expenditure supplement from
six to ten years for shale gas projects to
promote investment in this industry at an
early stage of its development.

Molson Coors stated "it is a very
welcome move to help get a great British
industry back into growth. We are
pleased the chancellor has listened to
Britain's beer drinkers."
In addition, personal tax allowance will
rise to £10,000 next year.
Businesses were also oﬀered some cheer
as it was announced that Corporation Tax
will be reduced by 1% to 20% whilst

The Pottery Industry in the Midlands is to
be exempt from climate change levy as
will some other industries. The
Chancellor also announced there will be
tax incentives for ultra-low emission cars.
Chris Sanger, Ernst & Young's global head
of tax policy, said: "Given the constraints
on the economy, the chancellor may well
feel that that was a magical
performance."
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Shale Gas – Friend or Foe?
A developed or developing economy has a
thirst for energy which for many European
states is quenched by imported gas and in
some cases power too.
Here in the UK we have become increasingly
dependent upon both the Interconnector and
pipelines from Norway and the Netherlands
together with LNG from the Middle East to
supply us with gas which, as recent events in
Algeria graphically illustrated, poses a very real
threat to our security of supply and of course
the cost of energy.

Poor sustainability performance will inevitably
damage brand reputation and consequently the
share price. Moreover, maintaining a
competitive advantage at a time when energy
prices are escalating has become increasingly
challenging giving even greater imperative to a
strong sustainability perfomance.
There are also the wider social, political and
economic implications of a changing global
energy supply dynamic which could result in an
entirely new World order.

So is the discovery and exploitation of Shale
Gas deposits throughout the UK the answer to
our prayers?
It would certainly go towards helping the UK to
once again become energy self-suﬃcient but at
what cost?
Gas prices wouldn’t necessarily fall as in the UK
we are tied to the pan European market which
to some extent is still tied to oil price related
contracts. The US has begun large scale
exploitation of their Shale Gas deposits helping
to preserve their traditional domestic gas ﬁelds
and improve their own security of supply. The
impact upon gas prices has been signiﬁcant
with prices falling by 50% initially.
However, if suﬃcient quantities of Shale Gas
became available in the UK the status quo
might change and cheaper energy would result
in cheaper manufactured goods giving a much
needed boost to UK exports and the economy
as a whole.
Environmentally there remains unanswered
questions as to the impact “fracking” has upon
the local environment, a technique which also
requires millions of litres of another precious
commodity – water, so re-cycling this in an
eﬀective way is important.
However, the biggest victim of large scale Shale
Gas exploitation could be sustainability.
The sustainability agendas of individual
businesses have been driven by a number of
key inﬂuencing factors not least of which is a
heightened awareness of environmental issues
amongst consumers and shareholders.

ISO 50001
Saving the Planet or just good business sense?
There are many good reasons to reduce energy
consumption ranging from the preservation of
dwindling natural resources and putting the
brakes on climate change to help oﬀset the
escalating unit cost of utilities. However, the
Energy Management Standard ISO 50001
simply makes good business sense as part of a
coordinated approach to reduce energy use.
Why is ISO 50001 diﬀerent?
There are many aspects to controlling energy.
A few examples include identifying and most
importantly implementing energy saving
projects, the development of a practical energy
strategy, an energy policy, installing suﬃcient
metering to facilitate energy Monitoring &
Targeting (M&T), energy consumption
reporting and trend analysis, procurement and
of course training to promote energy
awareness and to eﬀect behavioural change
management.
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Many businesses adopt an ad hoc approach
towards managing their energy but to achieve
sustainable energy reductions all of these
interrelated components need pulling together
strategically and operationally. There needs to
be an authoritative leader who will champion
the cause and there needs to be a system and
the system should be ISO 50001. Unlike other
standards, ISO 50001 will lead to signiﬁcant
energy savings, quickly. Why? Because it
provides a logical and practical framework that
covers all the various aspects of energy
management enabling a co-ordinated and
consistent approach.
Who does it most beneﬁt?
Energy intensive businesses such as those
found within the Manufacturing Sector have
the most to gain from implementing ISO 50001.
Why? Because energy accounts for a signiﬁcant
proportion of their overall operating costs and
even where there is some focus on reducing
energy consumption this is often people led as
opposed to system led which consequently and
somewhat inevitably results in a fragmented
and inconsistent approach. ISO 50001 will
provide a complete framework to give energy
the focus needed to achieve signiﬁcant and
sustainable reductions in energy consumption
and costs.
What are the beneﬁts?
ISO 50001 will provide an organisation with a
competitive advantage. Like with M&T, savings
do not come from implementing this action
alone. However, a coordinated and complete
approach over 3 to 5 years together with some
investment will deliver speciﬁc energy
improvements.
Energy Catalyst
Whilst ISO 50001 provides a robust framework
it doesn’t in itself necessarily deliver a tangible

return on investment. However, JRP recently
launched an innovative new methodology
called ‘Energy Catalyst’ which oﬀers a welcome
respite to all energy intensive businesses
struggling to maintain their competitive
advantage particularly for those also trying to
meet challenging sustainability targets with
limited resources. Energy Catalyst not only
reduces process energy consumption by as
much as 30% over time but has a typical
payback of approximately 18 months which
clearly meets the investment criteria of most
businesses.
Energy Catalyst is unique because for the ﬁrst
time there is a simple tool that not only
measures and certiﬁes the energy performance
of individual assets and processes (using a
similar A to G rating to that used for domestic
white goods) but it also identiﬁes speciﬁc
improvement opportunities that will improve
the energy performance of the asset/process
and drive down the overall energy
consumption of the site.
Once suﬃcient assets, processes and even
buildings have been certiﬁed and evaluated a
business will have a detailed picture of not only
where and how energy is currently being used
across a site but more importantly how and
where it can be optimised.
All improvement opportunities are loaded onto
a Continuous Improvement data base and
evaluated in terms of their impact upon energy
consumption, costs and emissions allowing
them to be prioritised in accordance with the
needs of the business.
Moreover this data is continually updated as
projects are implemented and their
performance monitored enabling sustainable
energy savings to be achieved.
However, whilst the right processes and tools
provide the foundation for greater energy
eﬃciency there remains one last but signiﬁcant
obstacle to implementing improvement
measures – resources. Many businesses are
resource constrained so whilst ISO 50001 will
help develop a co-ordinated approach it
doesn’t provide the time and resources
required to develop business cases, gain
internal approvals or project manage the
improvement opportunities. Energy Catalyst
can deliver those resources helping to make
the Energy Strategy a reality.
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CURRENT POSITION OF
EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME
(MARCH 2013)
Climate Change Agreements (CCA)

Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC)

Activity around CCA has increased over recent
weeks with AEA processing the data and forms
supplied towards the end of 2012. In addition
to that activity, Phase 2 Targets’ negotiations
with DECC are still on-going for some sectors
with the 1 April deadline looming. It is
expected that these negotiations will be
completed shortly and all the new CCAs should
be in place for the 1 April 2013 once any
queries are resolved. Some preliminary
documentation and guidance can now be
found on the Environment Agency website
(select Pollution and Emissions in the Business
& Industry section to get to the CCA sections).
The CCA Operations Manual is expected to be
available online in the next few weeks so keep
checking. Current focus should be on ensuring
all metering is in place for the start of the
scheme and data collection ﬁles are ready to
record CCA data for your Phase 2 evidence
packs.

For information, the year 2 performance league
table was published online on the
26 February 2013 and is available for viewing
on the Environment Agency website. The third
year of CRC Phase 1 is drawing to a close (31
March 2013) and must be reported by the last
working day in July 2013. Following the
Government Review there have been some
changes to the CRC scheme and some of those
are to be implemented straight away. There is
a quick guide CRC simpliﬁcation Quick Guide
(December 2012) available on the Environment
Agency website which we recommend to read
to ensure you remain compliant.

European Emissions Trading Scheme (EUETS)
Phase III permits were issued on the 1 January
2013 so Phase III is now all systems go. With
regard to Phase III new evidence packs should
be created and populated as required to
adhere to the requirements of the scheme.
Just a reminder that the ﬁnal Phase II, AEM
reports, are due to be submitted before the
end of March 2013.

http://tinyurl.com/ccwkfpj
Once year 3 of Phase 1 is reported, the next
task will be to assess and report emissions for
qualiﬁcation of CRC Phase 2. This will be based
on your half hourly metered electricity usage
between 1 April 2012 and 31 March 2013 and
the company structure on the
31 March 2013. The EA published some Phase
2 qualiﬁcation guidance in December 2012 and
this is now available on their website.
http://tinyurl.com/3f94upy

DID YOU KNOW?
1.

The world’s largest solar thermal electricity generating plant in the Mojave Desert, California is close
to completion. The 392MW plant is part-funded by Google and when it is completed later this year it
will provide enough clean, solar electricity for 140,000 homes. For more information visit
www.IvanpahSolar.com.

2.

According to the DatacenterDynamics 2012 Global Census, between 2011 and 2012 the global data
centre power requirements grew by 63% to 38GW, with approximately 8% of this demand in the UK.
The Census forecasts that the power demand will reach 43GW in 2013.

3.

According to the EEF (the Energy Eﬃciency Finance scheme), UK industry is currently wasting more than
£2.2 billion each year through the use of ineﬃcient technologies and controls.
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ENERGY UPDATE

OIL
Brent Crude prices, used as the marker for the
UK and Europe, have recently backed down
from their previous highs and are currently
trading at just less than $110/bbl. The world
political situation, mainly relating to Iran and
the Middle East in general, continues to exert
upward pressure on prices. The tentative
improvement in recent US economic data and
the Saudi’s wish to maintain its stance on crude
availability, with $100/bbl. being their desired
level for prices, is also supporting Brent Crude
prices.
The Government announced in the Budget that
the planned increase in fuel duty, the
introduction of which has already been
deferred several times since January 2012, has
ﬁnally been cancelled. This will provide
welcome relief for the transport sector as well
as private motorists.

COAL
Current prices have fallen back below
$95/tonne CIF ARA due to weakening
worldwide demand, especially the slowdown in
the rate of growth in China which is still
expected to be over 7.5% in 2013. Not too bad
when you consider that the UK Oﬃce of Budget
Responsibility has just stated that UK growth
for the same period will be 0.6%! A further
factor has been the continuing low price of US
natural gas which is being substituted for coal
in some large American power generating
plants leading to greater availability of steam
coal on world markets.
This reduction in price has encouraged some
UK electricity generators to continue their
increased level of coal burn and will potentially
bring further forward the closure of certain
plants under the EU Large Combustion Plant
Directive which does not allow on-going
operation beyond 2015 if the total hours
operated reaches a particular level.
NATURAL GAS
Shipments of LNG to the UK have continued at
a respectable level in recent weeks due to
higher prices being seen in the UK and helped
by the seasonal downturn in Asian markets.
Although the UK is coming out of the
traditional winter heating season, the
prolonged cold spell has severely dented
reserves of gas in storage with current levels
being some 20TWh below levels at this time

last year and with potential consequences for
summer 2013 prices. Winter 2013/14 prices
are being maintained at higher levels than for
the current winter with 75p/therm for January
and February next year being indicated at this
time. The two main pipeline systems into the
UK, Langaled from Norway and BBL from The
Netherlands, have generally provided
maximum ﬂows throughout the winter
although one or two incidents of system
breakdowns have resulted in daily spot prices
climbing to very high levels in the range
95-100p/therm.
The budget conﬁrmed the ‘Shale Gas Field
Allowance’ to encourage further exploration for
new sources of gas.
ELECTRICTY
In recent times the availability of wind
generation together with the inﬂuence of
France’s nuclear output has created a volatile
continental power market. Although the level
of physical connection between the UK and
Europe is quite limited at around 2GW the
vagaries of the continental system inﬂuences
gas prices with the knock-on eﬀect to UK power
prices. Quarter two 2013 baseload prices are
still quite high at almost £52/MWh with peak
prices for the same period in excess of
£57/MWh.
The UK Government, in the publication last
November of its latest energy bill, will
guarantee, by way of a ‘contract for diﬀerence’,
a minimum long term ﬁxed price for power
from the proposed nuclear generators, the
costs of which will undoubtedly fall on
consumers across the various market sectors.
This minimum ‘strike price’, has been set,
although not yet announced, following
negotiations between HMG and EdF Energy of
France which has conﬁrmed it will build the
new reactor at Hinckley Point following the
planning approval earlier this week.
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HOW WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
PLANS AFFECT YOU
Water supply companies have been brought
into a statutory program of planning for future
demand and resource protection that looks 25
years into the future, starting now. This is a
diﬃcult task and part of the planning process is
to consult with customers on the best way
forward but it generally comes down to how
best to control the consumption of water in the
domestic and industrial sectors.

ﬁnancial assistance through the ECA scheme. In
short, water is costly for supply and disposal,
and it make sense to minimise use before costs
increase. Some simple advice is given in the
following Environment Agency link
http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/busine
ss/topics/water/32070.aspx or see the JRP link
http://www.jrpsolutions.com/

Some of this control is likely to be support
measures such as help and advice but also
through the enhanced capital allowances (ECA)
scheme for water saving technologies. Other
control will no doubt be through charges and
additional metering which has a direct eﬀect on
the proﬁtability of industry.

FOOD MANUFACTURING
EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Consultations are currently in progress with the
aim to create draft plans for assessment by
government bodies such as Defra, Environment
Agency, the Welsh Government and Ofwat
following which further consultations will take
place with customers.
The main objective of the plans is to protect
water resources i.e. the natural environment,
have eﬀective measures in place to maintain
supplies in drought, and generally to reduce
demand in real terms especially where
consumption per head of population is high.
Even though the new water resource planning
rules are focused upon the water supply
companies it makes sense for all of us to act
now with our own smaller scale plans following
the same principles of protecting the resource
by reducing demand in a sustainable way
throughout the cycle of use in our businesses
and homes. Indeed if we were proactive in our
responsibilities the water supply network may
not be so stressed in future and sustainability
and proﬁtability would be maintained.
The principles applied to achieve energy
savings are very similar to those required to
save water and JRP Solutions are well placed to
help industry in assessing the potential for
managing water use through baseline
measurement and investigation into
improvement techniques with associated

JRP Solutions is proud to be an Associate
Sponsor of the 2013 Food Manufacturing
Excellence Awards being held at Park Lane
Hilton Hotel, London on Thursday 21st
November.
The Food Manufacturing Excellence Awards
http://www.foodmanawards.co.uk/ now in
their 13th year, provide a benchmark for all
those wishing to aspire to world class standards
in food excellence.
The awards are dedicated to recognising and
rewarding the very best food and drink
manufacturing companies. They honour and
highlight those companies that have displayed
progress and achievements through their
manufacturing process in this competitive and
fast moving industry.
These awards diﬀer from other industry awards
in that they recognise the manufacturing
achievements rather than end products. The
awards highlight success in all areas of the
manufacturing process including new product
development, category management, quality
assurance, supply chain improvement,
environmental management, process
innovation and human resource development.
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A VIEW FROM THE TOP

This year has been the most successful
period in our company’s history as the
business continues to grow exceeding even
our own expectations.

their energy consumption and meet their
ambitious energy reduction targets through
the provision of our ﬂexible Energy Manager
Service.

A notable highlight was the successful
implementation of the unique Energy
Catalyst at a major food manufacturer. This
is a great example of collaborative working
involving Scotland Food & Drink and Carbon
Trust Scotland resulting in very encouraging
results that once implemented will
transform the energy performance of the
host business reducing their energy
consumption by as much as 40% within 5
years.

As a result of recent growth and in
anticipation of continued success we are
pleased to welcome two new starters,
Lorraine and Dan whose skills, knowledge
and experience happily complement those
of their colleagues within JRP.

We are also delighted to be working closely
with the UK’s largest independent brewer,
Wells and Young’s helping them to reduce

The future for JRP Solutions looks very bright
indeed as we look forward to
helping manufacturers reduce
their costs, minimise their
energy consumption and
achieve their sustainability
targets.

ENERGY CATALYST PROVIDES REAL
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
JRP Solutions recently completed a three
month pilot funded by the Carbon Trust at a
major food manufacturing site with fantastic
results.
The multiple line manufacturing plant
produces approximately 40,000 tonnes of
product per annum and has an energy bill of
approximately £2m.
The purpose of the Energy Catalyst pilot was
to gain a better understanding of how and
where energy was being used across the site
and to identify a suite of practical improvement opportunities that would reduce the
overall energy consumption.
The pilot focused upon two representative
process lines, the common utilities (gas,
power, steam, hot water and compressed
air) and the warehouse.
Over 80 improvement
opportunities were
identiﬁed which if
implemented across all
process lines would

reduce the annual energy costs by an
astonishing 41%. This would be achieved
through the implementation of practical
projects whilst simultaneously aﬀecting
behavioural change through the
development of a site speciﬁc Energy Plan,
training and an Energy Awareness campaign.
For the ﬁrst time the business has an
intimate understanding of not only how and
where energy is being used but more
importantly how and where it can be
reduced in a sustainable way.
A full implementation of the suggested
improvements would realise cost savings of
over £4m within 5 years with improvement
opportunities having an average payback of
just 1.4 years.
If you believe Energy Catalyst could help
your business reduce its energy costs please
contact JRP Solutions via email
george.richards@jrpsolutions.com or call
01454 299175.
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Lorraine
Rutter
JRP WELCOMES
As our business continues its impressive
growth we are delighted to welcome aboard
two valuable additions to the JRP Team;
Lorraine Rutter and Dan Smith.

Lorraine Rutter
Lorraine brings a wealth of experience and
knowledge of quality management and
business improvement within Energy and
Facilities Management environments.
Outside work Lorraine enjoys travelling,
gardening and reading preferably on a beach.

Dan Smith
Dan is a Chartered Engineer with over 20
years’ experience implementing energy
solutions in the heavy industrial, food and
drink, building services and energy services
sectors and will work with clients to deliver
practical and cost eﬀective solutions.
In his spare time Dan likes to keep ﬁt and
follows both codes of Rugby.
Full proﬁles of both Lorraine and Dan can be
found on our website at
www.jrpsolutions.com

Dan
Smith

GUARDIAN SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESS AWARDS

JRP PROVIDES ENERY MANAGER
SERVICE TO SIEMENS

We are delighted to announce our sponsorship of the Energy Eﬃciency Award at this
year’s Guardian Sustainable Business Awards
being held at the Guardian Newspaper in
Kings Place, London on Thursday 16 May.

JRP Solutions have been appointed by
Carillion FM to provide an Energy Manager
Service to Siemens at approximately 100
locations throughout the UK.

An independent panel of expert judges will
select the winners from over 70 entries for
projects that lead the way in corporate
energy management, going beyond standard
practice to radically reduce consumption and
stimulate energy independence.

The Energy Manager Service will provide a
wide range of energy related services
including technical, behavioural and
operational requirements across a variety of
sites from heavy engineering to high tech
manufacturing facilities and oﬃces.
Dan Smith, Principal Consultant at JRP
commented “We are looking forward to
working with Carillion FM to ensure Siemen’s
energy needs are met. I have a good
knowledge of the sites and am conﬁdent of
delivering a seamless service.”
If your business would like ﬂexible access to a
pool of energy expertise please visit our
website www.jrpsolutions.com or call 01454
299175.

